
How to protect a diploma for excellent?

statistics homework help

How is the protection of the thesis?
If you read this article, then surely you will soon have the defense of the diploma. Therefore, you
wonder how this process is flowing. Interesting? I thought so :) . Then I tell.

At the appointed date and time you come along with your group (or course) to the university. All
without exception begins to "sausage", people are on the verge of a nervous breakdown. In short, a
banal story, I will sing :).

Duck here. All come to the university, undress, then pass to the audience, where the graduation
project will be protected. Those who did not throw out in advance, throw off their presentations on
the computer, nervously scrolling each slide, trying to find some "jamb" (although at the same time
at the same time at the same time I looked through your presentation for a hundred times).

7 main errors in PowerPoint presentations

Then, everyone is sitting per desks (tables) and the dignity of his speech begins. Someone enters
the audience, someone from her comes out. I can be quite asked to bring the projector, or arrange
chairs for the attestation commission. In short, it is likely that you will not be quiet to prepare for you
:).

It will pass somewhere 20-30 minutes, the commission will come, and ... rushed. After protection,
people go out of the audience as if under drugs, not aware of where they are and what is happening
around :).

Then the worst thing begins, which may be. The watch waiting for the final grades for the graduation
work begins. You are sitting with alone classmates, then with others. First you talk about how
protection has passed, share your emotions with others. After some time, the Commission's
secretary comes from the audience, and he says that everyone has been vacation.

At the third hour of expectations, you are already starting to "spoil" with people unknown to you, as
you just don't know how to kill time. Of course, during this time you two times and countless times
you drink water.

After the grueling expectation, the entire group is invited to announce the evaluation of the diploma.
The chairman of the attestation commission takes the floor and ... begins his speech from afar.
What, they say, all the great things that everyone coped with this test that Russia needs specialists
in this area, because without them, she will simply do not rise from his knees. Something like that.
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After a five-minute speaker on third-party themes, he suddenly recalls that everyone here gathered
not to listen to his informative lectures - everything is stupidly waiting for their estimates. And the
chairman begins to announce the results. Someone begins to rejoice, someone, on the contrary,
falls into the despondency ...

Then everyone either travel around at home, or they are collected by a common handy, and go all
together to celebrate the end of the university, but, more precisely, the successful protection of the
diploma.

After that, barely crawl to their beds, since the day before the diploma was sleeping, a maximum of
3 hours - "soldered" the presentation or repeated their speech speaking and could not sleep.

Approximately this is the true protection of the diploma. Now you are more or less clear how it all
happens. Therefore, let's get to the most important thing, namely, to protect the diploma on
perfectly.


